
 

Student Orgs/Co-Curriculars/NSO Breakout Session  
3:00 - 4:00 PM, June 25 
 
Discussion moderators: Michael Sims, assistant dean for student involvement, Ashley 
Adams, associate director for student involvement, Bailey Jimmison, assistant director 
for student involvement, Nancy Guinane, technical support 

S&B Reporter: Abraham Teuber 

NSO 
➔ NSO will be be mostly online, but hoping to have some social programming in person, 

with community values sess 
➔ Pre-orientation programs (GSP, IPOP, PCPOP) will likely not happen this year since the 

school year is starting earlier and because of testing limitations 
◆ Look out for more information, but last that Michael Sims heard is these will not 

happen 
➔ Ashley and Bailey are ensuring that there is still programming for international students 

(with OISA), may utilize students who were hired as mentors to do online programming 
➔ Email nso@grinnell.edu with questions 

 
Student Orgs/Co-Curriculars 
➔ No definite process for student org reregistration, email will come from SGA once that’s 

determined 
➔ Org Fair may be online and asynchronous 
➔ “Large groups” have yet to be defined, perhaps around 20 people? 
➔ Not yet able to determine what physical spaces will be able to be used on campus, 

working on compiling this  
◆ Some of these spaces are also being considered as classroom space so that 

social distancing can happen easier than in a standard classroom, which is 
making this process more difficult 

➔ Organizations with paid positions (publications, etc.) won’t be able to post on Handshake 
until a student employment plan is further determined 

➔ ITS and Ashley Adams are meeting to discuss how SGA can help student orgs meet 
virtually, but this process is just beginning. Worried about data security 

➔ SPARC is looking into online platforms to support all preexisting student publications, in 
very early stages 
◆ Potential for publication positions to be paid remains to be seen, actively being 

worked out 
◆ All positions will be posted on Handshake once finalized to ensure equity of 

employment opportunities 
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● Publications will still make the hiring decision and handle the process, just 

will work with HR to make sure  
➔ Organizations centered around houses (language and project houses) may be able to 

exist in a different form not dependent on living situations 
➔ Email studentinvolvement@grinnell.edu for questions 
➔ All Campus Events will not happen, absolutely no Harris parties/concerts in their 

previous form 
◆ Looking at virtual concert opportunities, continuation of virtual open mics that 

have happened 
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